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2-POSITION SELECTOR

RESCUE AND EMERGENCY PROCEDURES

FROM GROUND LEVEL

press and hold the push button

In case of power loss or if an operating problem prevents 
the platform occupant from descending, a competent 
operator can perform the emergency procedures from the 
ground level.

MAST MANUAL LOWERING PROCEDURE

Press and hold the push button (1) on the front of the 
machine to lower the mast.

RRelease it to halt lowering.

The platform’s method of elevation is by the mast. Raising 
the cage on its own will have an outreach of approximately 
3m from the ground. Raising the mast will reach a maxi-
mum height of 3.8m . Raising the cage to its maximum 
height with the mast fully extended will reach a working 
height of 5.8m (see working area).

To raise the cage turn the “function selector” to the left. 
Using “movement selectors” you can rise and lower the 
cage as well as adjust left and right. 

EXIT FROM PLATFORM WHEN ELEVATED

In an emergency, if the operator has to exit the platform 
while it is elevated, the transfer of the platform occupant(s) 
must respect the following recommendations: 

Exit onto a sturdy and safe structure

TThe occupant(s) must ensure that 2 lanyards are used for 
security/safety. One must be attached to the designated 
anchorage point on platform the occupant(s) is in and the 
other attached to the structure intended to get on. Do not 
detach the lanyard from the current platform if the transfer 
to the new structure poses any danger, or until the transfer 
is safely completed. Do not attempt to climb down the 
masmast. Instead wait for assistance for a safe exit.

Occupant(s) must exit the current platforms through the 
normal access.       
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Description
Tilt Indicator

Overload indicator

Horn button

E-stop button

Fault indicator

MMovement joystick
Front axle steering indicator

Mast extension / retraction selection indicator

Driving selection indicator

2-position selector

Enable switch

Battery charging indicator

Function
Machine on excessive slope

Not used

Move upwards asnd hold to activate horn

Pulled out: Platform control box power supply energized
Pushed in: De-energizes control system

FFaulty or tilting machine

Move foward: Forward drive or mast extension
Move backwards: Reverse drive or mast retraction
Press right side of thumb button: Right hand steering
Press left side of thumb button: Left hand steering

On: Mast extension / retraction selection activated
Off: Mast exteion / retraction movement is not selected

On: DOn: Driving function activated
Off: Driving movement is not selected

Move to the left: Mast extension / retraction
Move to the right: Drive and steer movements

Press in: Associated command is validated
Release: Associated command movement is halted

Battery charged
FFlashing: Batteries have 40% charge left
Constantly on: Batteries have only 20% charge left
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Description
E-Stop button
Horn button (for machines tted with)
Battery charging indicator
Control box activation key switch
Beacon light (for machines tted with)
DiaDiagnostic tool socket

Function
Pulled out: Ground control box energized
Pushed in: De-energizes  control system

Horn

Battery charge status

Move upwards: Platform control box energized
CCenter: De-energizes control system
Move downwards: Ground control box energized
Move to the right: Activated
Move to the left: Off

Connection to the diagnostic tool (HaulotteDiag)

Activ’ screen
15 90

43
253

92

105

correct SWL.

When moving the machine always adopt speed according to 
the ground condition. Before using the platform remove any 
trace of oil or grease on the steps, oor, handrail and the 
guardrails.
Keep the oor of the platform free of debris. 
BBe aware of side forces. Be aware of high winds in exposed, 
gusty or medium breeze conditions. If the wind is likely to 
reach strong breeze the machine must not be used.

1065 kg,
TESTING FROM THE GROUND
To operate the unit from the ground control panel, ensure that 
the key switch is turned to activate the lower console. Move to 
the side of the unit and stand in front of the ground control 
panel. The mast an cage can then be controlled by the “move-
ment selector” on the panel.

ACCESSING THE PLATFORM
Before accessing the platform ensure that in the lower console 
the key swtich is turned to activate the upper console. To 
access or leave the platform the machine must be completley 
slowed. Face the machine to use the access hatch. Keep 3 
support points between the steps and the guardrail.

EXTENSION DECK (If Fitted)
EnsuEnsure that the gate or sliding bar is in it’s proper closed 
posiiton. Perform these operations on at, horizontal ground.
Press the pedal (1) to release the extension lock pin.
With pedal (1) pressed, push the extension deck guard rails (2) 
to the extended position.
TTo retract the extension deck, press pedal and pull the 
extension deck rails inwards to the locked position. Release the 
pedal.

DRIVING
TTurn the “function selector” to the right to switch to the drive 
function. Navigate using “movement selectors” All driving 
speeds are authroized when the machine is stowed. When the 
cage or mast are raised the unit will move at a reduced speed.

POT HOLE PROTECTION
To avoid the risk  of tipping over, the machine is equipped with 
anti-tipping devices located under the chassis.

AT STARTUP
At start up with the gorund or platform controls selected; 
system initiates a self check: Bar gets lled up.

Home screen comes on with status icon of the machine- 
okay to procceed to functioning the controls.

1. Information icon 
2. Information text  
3. Status icon of the machine


